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From: Evangelos Marinos
To: Gregory Cwalina
Date: Mon, Dec 6, 2004 1:27 PM
Subject: Re: UFM ISSUES

Greg,

We have now seen five versions of allegation 0003, your Division has been handling regardingthe
Crossflow instrument. The first version was submitted to DE/EEIB for concurrence in a closure letter to
the alleger dated August 6, 2003, in which you proposed substantiation, but we declined to concur. The
second version was submitted to us on September 22, 2003, and we were requested to review the content
of the statements that composed the allegation for potential Westinghouse proprietary information, which
we did find. The third version was that sent to Westinghouse on October 22, 2003, for Westinghouse
response. The fourth version is included in your formal letter to the alleger dated September 15, 2004,
concurred by DIPM and DSSA again substantiating an allegation that violates Management of Allegations
Directive 8.8, which EEIB declined concurrence. The fifth version is that presented, and vigorously
defended by Chris Grimes, to Jim Dyer and Brian Sheron on December 1, 2004 seeking their
endorsement again for substantiation of the allegations included in your closure letter of September
15,2004

There are troubling aspects with all versions of the allegations, but the most troubling of all is the version
presented to Jim and Brian with specific omissions and some additions that changed the allegation scope
seeking their endorsement of your technically unsupportable conclusions substantiating the allegations
presented by Chris Grimes, on behalf of your Division (DIPM) and on behalf of Jerry Wermiel's Division
(DSSA). DE represented by EEIB was not concurring.

In the various versions of the allegation and the presentation to Jim and Brian there appears to be an
attempt to broaden the allegation by technical language and data that do not exist in the original
allegations. As you now have revealed, what is formally included in your acknowledgment letters to the
alleger, there is an enormous waste of staff resources, polarization, recriminations, and bad faith
generated by this improper handling of the allegation and this matter should have ended when the facts
surrounding the San Onofre application of the Crossflow instrument became fully understood nearly a year
ago.

We were never requested to review the San Onofre allegation and, therefore, to my knowledge there is
no formal disposition of this specific allegation, which is the essence of the entire issue.

Therefore, I recommend that the staff evaluate the licensee resolution of the San Onofre issue and close
allegation 0003 on that basis.

As for allegation 00D7 the closure is very simple and already addressed in our SER of the Caldon
information report ER-262. The technical arguments have been repeated in my e-mail to Jim Dyer dated
November 30, 2004, in advance of Chris Grimes' briefing of December 1, 2004.

All this effort could be completed in a few days by either contacting San Onofre, if there is insufficient
information at hand for documenting the resolution or by an audit at the site by the appropriate technical
group.

In your present e-mail you caution that the statement for 0007 included in the acknowledgment letter and
your final closure letter of September 15, 2004, is incomplete and you offer a different version to now
address that is not formally acknowledged by the alleger. What is going on here?

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

>>> Gregory Cwalina 12/03/04 06:13AM >>>

Here they are. Please remember they are allegation letters and even though everyone knows who the
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alleger is, we still keep the identify protected. If you make a hard copy, please destroy when you are
finished.

Note, the concern as written in the acknowledgment letter for allegation 0007 is not the final concern.
That one was modified by the alleger and is written correctly in the email I sent.

>>> Evangelos Marinos 12/02/04 04:42PM >>>
I would like to obtain a copy of the acknowledgement letters.

>>> Gregory Cwalina 12/02/04 03:36PM >>>
The following are the concerns that were provided to/ or modified by Caldon regarding their allegations.
Please note that Concern 2 which appeared in the closure letter for 0003 was my mistake. I included a
part of the file that was intended as clarification.

The concerns were provided to the alleger in the acknowledgment letters for each allegation, as
prescribed in MD 8.8. The letters asked the alleger to respond if the concerns were not accurate - MD 8.8
does not require a response from the Cl. The alleger did not respond with comments or corrections for
0003. For 0007, the alleger provided a clarification which is reflected in the description below. NOTE:
since the alleger did clarify 0007, I think it is safe to assume he would have done the same for 0003 if he
had any problems.

NRR-2003-A-0003
Power uprates and power recovery at certain NPPs (e.g., San Onofre) has been based on accuracy
claims by Westinghouse for their "cross-correlation" flow measurement system that are not supported,
and are even contradicted, by data published in the non-proprietary versions of the Westinghouse topical
reports on this system. This may have resulted in the affected licensees operating above their licensed
(and/or uprated) power level.

NRR-2003-A-0007
Westinghouse report WCAP-1 5689 [non proprietary version] contains incorrect and misleading
statements about its CROSSFLOW meter performance and accuracy which caused the NRC staff to
issue an SER which is in error.

Based on my review of the files, I do not see a need for further contact with the alleger. Please let me
know if anyone feels otherwise.

CC: Brian Sheron; Christopher Grimes; Iqbal Ahmed; Jim Dyer; Jose Calvo; Richard
Barrett


